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WORDS BY PAUL ODLIN

BUNCH RIDING BENEFITS
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BUNCH RIDING IMPROVES YOUR PERFORMANCE  
IN THE FOLLOWING WAYS:

• RACE SIMULATION: if you can’t commit a full day to racing then 
find a bunch ride that includes a ‘screw session’ - get the benefit 
of someone else making you hurt, that you can’t get from training 
solo.

• HIGHER AVERAGE SPEED: for a given energy expenditure (watts), 
a higher average speed provides greater benefits for your time 
on the bike. For example - a warm day’s motor pacing is far more 
advantageous to improving your performance than training into 
a head wind on a cold winter’s day with a below average speed, 
as the former provides better race simulation. Since motor pacing 
isn’t accessible to most, bunch riding is the next best thing to 
increase your training speed. 

• QUALITY AND QUANTITY: bunch riding will give you both! The 
quality is like comparing bunch riding to interval training - while 
you have an easier ride for longer (sitting in), this is countered by 
the opportunity to extend yourself more (at the front or come 
the ‘screw session’). Increased miles you cover bunch riding, as 
opposed to riding solo, provides the quantity.

ENJOYMENT AND IMPROVING YOUR SKILL LEVEL:

• Obviously from a social and motivational perspective, bunch 
riding generally has it over solo riding - no need to elaborate here. 
Letting a friend know you’re turning up to a bunch ride also adds 
accountability to your training.  

• As a beginner or recreational cyclist aiming to compete in a sportif 
(e.g. Contact Lake Taupo Cycle Challenge or the Forrest GrapeRide), 
familiarising yourself with the ‘rules’ and intricacies of a bunch ride 
will enhance your performance, know-how and safety come race 
day. Unfortunately it’s this population of cyclists that are probably 
less likely to know of people and rides that would suit them but 
are in most need of improving their bunch riding skills to improve 
their safety!  A good place to start looking is on facebook or the 
internet as groups often use these to promote their rides.

• For me personally the roots of road cycling (racing) culture, came 
from the north-west corner of Europe (Belgium and France), dating 
back to the start of last century. Bunch riding remains a strong 
component in these cultures, something I think New Zealanders 
miss due to our stronger individual/multi-sporter background. 
Many intricacies of bunch riding are often overlooked and 
seldom taught to those beginning road cycling; but once they are 
mastered, will impact positively on your cycling enjoyment and 
performance.

It’s all very well and good knowing the reasons why bunch riding 
will serve you well, but it is the ‘how tos’ that are vital in taking the 
plunge/making a commitment. In my next column I will discuss four 
key tips that will go a long way to helping you make this step. 
Ride in a bunch, enjoy, be safe, improve and ride strong.

Do you shy from bunch rides because you don’t think you have the skill, they’re 
too dangerous or because you believe they are detrimental to your training? 
Professional cycle coach Paul Odlin identifies why cyclists of all abilities can 
improve their performance and experience through riding in a bunch.
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